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MODEL LKCB1416HW
CUTTING BOARD

MODEL LKDTD1416SS
LARGE DRAIN TRAY

MODEL LKDTD1605SS
DRAIN TRAY

MODEL LKLOBG2916SS
BOTTOM GRID

MODEL LKCB1416HW CUTTING BOARD
Dimensions: 15"L x 16"W x 1"D
Made of long-lasting and durable hardwood, this
cutting board conveniently fits the top edge of
your new Avado sink for ease of food preparation.

MODEL LKCB1416HW
CUTTING BOARD

MODEL LKDTD1416SS LARGE DRAIN TRAY
Dimensions: 14-7/8"L x 16-7/8"W x 3"D
This sliding colander is a convenient addition to
your new Avado sink for rinsing or air drying dishes
or vegetables. Made from heavy gauge stainless
steel to withstand daily use.

MODEL LKDTD1605SS DRAIN TRAY
Dimensions: 16-7/8"L x 5-13/16"W x 3"D
Use this unique sliding colander for rinsing or air
drying silverware, cooking utensils or for food
preparation. Made from heavy gauge stainless
steel to last for years.

MODEL LKLOBG2916SS BOTTOM GRID
Dimensions: 28"L x 15"
Provides excellent protection for the sink floor. This
bottom grid is made of stainless steel with a bright polished
finish, and has black vinyl feet.
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MODEL EFT311811 AVADO SINK
ACCESSORIES

®

MODEL EFTS311811 AVADO SINK
ACCESSORIES

MODEL EFT361111 AVADO SINK
ACCESSORIES

MODEL LKCB1416HW CUTTING BOARD
Dimensions: 15"L x 16"W x 1"D
Simplify food preparation with this integrated
cutting board. It fits on either side of your new
Avado sink and is made from long-lasting, durable
hardwood to withstand daily usage.

MODEL LKDTD1416SS
LARGE DRAIN TRAY

MODEL LKDTD1416SS LARGE DRAIN TRAY
Dimensions: 14-7/8"L x 16-7/8"W x 3"D
This larger colander allows easy rinsing and air
drying dishes or vegetables; can be placed on
either side of your Avado sink. It’s made from
heavy gauge stainless steel for rigorous use.

MODEL LKLOBG1416SS
BOTTOM GRID

MODEL LKLOBG1416SS BOTTOM GRID
Dimensions: 13"L x 15"W
Protect your new Avado sink with this bottom grid; prevents possible
marring caused by contact with heavy pots and pans. It’s made from
long-lasting stainless steel with a bright polished finish, and has
black vinyl feet.
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MODEL LKCB1009HW
CUTTING BOARD

MODEL LKCB1009HW CUTTING BOARD
Dimensions: 10"L x 10"W x 1"D
Made of long-lasting and durable hardwood,
this cutting board conveniently fits on top of
your Avado sink for convenient food preparation.

MODEL LKDT1009SS
DRAIN TRAY

MODEL LKDT1009SS DRAIN TRAY
Dimensions: 10"L x 9-7/16"W x 11/16"D
This tray fits perfectly in your new Avado sink to
make rinsing and air drying dishes or vegetables
easy. Made from heavy gauge stainless steel for
years of use.

Avado® sinks exemplify dramatic, modern symmetry while offering the highest level of
functionality. The wide array of modular, custom-sized accessories includes sturdy cutting
boards, functional bottom grids, and versatile drain trays which facilitate easy food prep
and clean-up. A brilliant mixture of upscale designs and commercial integrity, these new
Avado accessories command attention. Discover for yourself the impact in every detail and
precision in the strong lines.
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The new Avado® accessories command attention.
®

MODEL EFT402211 AVADO SINK
ACCESSORIES

Discover for yourself the impact in every detail at byelkay.com,
or contact the authorized Elkay showroom in your area.
For a complete list of all domestic showrooms,
visit elkayusa.com, where to buy.

MODEL LKCB1314HW
CUTTING BOARD

MODEL
LKDTD1314SS
LARGE DRAIN TRAY

Discover the professional’s choice.™

MODEL LKDTD1314SS LARGE DRAIN TRAY
Dimensions: 13-1/2"L x 14-7/8"W x 3"D
For ease of rinsing vegetables or dishes.
Made from heavy gauge stainless steel.
MODEL LKLOBG3214SS BOTTOM GRID
Dimensions: 31"L x 13"W
Made from stainless steel with a
bright polished finish and has black
vinyl feet. Essential protection from
contact with heavy pots and pans.

MODEL LKDTL3805SS
DRAIN TRAY

2008

MODEL LKCB1314HW CUTTING BOARD
Dimensions: 13-1/2"L x 15"W x 1"D
Excellent for food preparation. Made
from long-lasting, durable hardwood
to withstand heavy use.

MODEL LKLOBG3214SS
BOTTOM GRID

MODEL LKDTL3805SS DRAIN TRAY
Dimensions: 20-7/8"L x 5-7/8"W x 3"D
An ideal stainless steel colander for
rinsing, drying or food preparation.
MODEL LKGT45SS GATE
Dimensions:
6-3/4"L x 4"W x 1-3/16"D
Heavy gauge, stainless
steel sink wall gate.
MODEL LKGT45SS GATE

MODEL LKDTS1005SS
DRAIN TRAY
(Included with sink)

MODEL LKDTS1005SS DRAIN TRAY (Included)
Dimensions: 10"L x 5-7/8"W x 11/16"D
The ideal smaller tray for your Avado.
Made from heavy gauge stainless steel.

2222 Camden Court, Oak Brook, Illinois 60523
Customer Service: 630.572.3192
elkayusa.com
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